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CONFIRMING SUPREME COURT JUSTICES IN A PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION YEAR

CARL TOBIAS

Justice Antonin Scalia’s death prompted United States Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) and Judiciary Committee Chair Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) to argue that the President to be inaugurated on January 20, 2017—not Barack Obama—must fill the empty Scalia post. Obama in turn expressed sympathy for the Justice’s family and friends, lauded his consummate public service, and pledged to nominate a replacement “in due time,” contending that eleven months remained in his administration for confirming a worthy successor. Obama admonished that the President had a constitutional duty to nominate a superlative aspirant to the vacancy, which must not have persisted for more than one year, while the Senate had a constitutional responsibility to advise and consent on the nominee proffered. Because this dynamic affected efficacious Supreme Court operations and precipitated a constitutional standoff, the issue merits analysis.

Part I surveys the Constitution’s words, policy, practical and political considerations, history, and custom. It ascertains that numerous phenomena demonstrate Obama should have recommended, and did expeditiously tap, a highly competent prospect whom the Senate ought to have promptly and carefully scrutinized. Although President Obama nominated U.S. Court of

* Williams Chair in Law, University of Richmond. I wish to thank Margaret Sanner for valuable suggestions, Katie Lehnen for exceptional research, the Washington University Law Review editors for superb editing, Leslee Stone for excellent processing, as well as Russell Williams and the Hunton Williams Summer Endowment fund for generous, continuing support. Remaining errors are mine.


Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit Chief Judge Merrick Garland on March 16, the upper chamber majority steadfastly refused to consider the nominee. Therefore, the piece investigates suggestions, especially for breaking the gridlock and according Judge Garland Senate review, which chamber members should have followed but did not consider.

I. REASONS FAVORING 2016 NOMINATION AND CONFIRMATION

Article II is clear: the President “shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint . . . Judges of the Supreme Court.”4 The document assigns the chief executive power to affirmatively initiate selection. The Constitution also checks White House recommendation of judicial picks who lack the requisite qualifications by making the Senate advise and consent on the President’s nominees,5 but it excludes specific procedures for how lawmakers might discharge these responsibilities, thus allowing senators to institute or eschew a process.6

The Constitution in fact lacks any time sequence for exercising this presidential duty. Should the chamber reject or ignore the first nominee, the President may tender others until the Senate agrees to a nominee. The document concomitantly enables the President to use recess appointments in duly filling vacancies that materialize when the chamber recesses.7 However, senators now employ “pro forma” sessions, which leave the body perpetually in session, thereby denying Obama a recess appointment.8

President declared that a recess appointment was unnecessary because considerable time remained during his tenure for selecting and confirming a preeminent replacement.9

Policy and practical concerns also favor expediently seating Justices. The High Court, perhaps more than any tribunal, needs its full complement of members to operate efficiently. Filings are substantial, with the Court receiving 7,000 certiorari petitions annually from which it selects 100 for comprehensive treatment.10 Equally important, when the Justices are closely divided on plentiful questions, as today, 4–4 splits occur. This conundrum allows lower court opinions to govern and could leave numerous matters unresolved for extended times, while the problem squanders judicial resources directly necessitated by later reargument of many cases.11 Indeed, two clear examples had already arisen by March 2016: issuance of the 4–4 opinion in Friedrichs v. California Teachers Ass’n12 and of the unusual order which requested supplemental briefing in Zubik v. Burwell.13 Waiting until the next President nominated and confirmed a successor meant that the new Justice might not actually join the Court until October 2017, relegating the Justices to working absent a full contingent for one and a half Terms.14

9. See supra notes 2–3 and accompanying text.
14. Confirmation seemed unlikely before June 2017 when the Court Term concluded. See Bravin
Political factors deserve consideration as well and supported expeditiously filling the opening. The Republican Party’s refusal to scrutinize a nominee recommended by the Democratic President ostensibly so a chief executive from its party would have the opportunity to appoint the Justice might undermine public confidence about the selection process, the Court, and the Senate. Chief Justice John Roberts has always been concerned as to citizen perceptions that the Justices seemingly are politicians while the Supreme Court appears like a political branch.\textsuperscript{15}

Senator McConnell’s claim that the next President must replace Scalia to give the public some voice in the selection process and Grassley’s corresponding assertion that Justices have not received confirmation during a presidential election year lacked support.\textsuperscript{16} First, the people had already spoken twice—in 2008 and 2012—by electing Obama President. Second, constitutional wording makes no distinct provision for selection across a President’s concluding year, while specifically inserting a recess appointments clause, which envisions that appointments can happen any time over a presidency’s duration.\textsuperscript{17} The historical record offers clear illustrations throughout America’s existence of Justices whom the Senate confirmed in presidential election years.\textsuperscript{18} In 1932, Herbert Hoover

\& Kendall, supra note 11; S.M., supra note 6; see also Robert Barnes, Scalia’s Death Affecting Next Term Too? Pace of Accepted Cases at Supreme Court Slows, WASH. POST (May 1, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/ politics/courts_law/scalias-death-affecting-next-term-too-pace-of-accepted-cases-at-supreme-court-slowss/2016/05/01/1d304d1c-0ebc-11e6-bfa1-4ef856ca2a_story.html. However, the Senate did confirm Justice Neil Gorsuch in April 2017, so that the jurist was able to serve for part of the Court’s October 2016 Term. 163 CONG. REC. S2442-43 (daily ed. Apr. 7, 2017); Adam Liptak & Matt Flegenheimer, Court Nominee is Confirmed After Bruising Yearlong Fight, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 8, 2017, at A1.


\textsuperscript{17}. See supra notes 6–7 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{18}. Gregor Aisch et al., Partisan Standoff Leaves Supreme Court Seat Empty for More Than 350 Days, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 1, 2017), http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/02/15/us/supreme-court-nominations-election-year-scalia.html. One reason why more have not been confirmed is that few
appointed Benjamin Cardozo; during 1940, Franklin Roosevelt confirmed Frank Murphy; and in 1956, Dwight Eisenhower recess appointed William Brennan whom the Senate did ultimately confirm. The most recent, pertinent instance was Anthony Kennedy whom Ronald Reagan appointed on a 97-0 vote his final year when Democrats enjoyed a chamber majority.

In short, the arguments for employing Supreme Court nomination and confirmation procedures were more convincing than reasons which favored delay, although the parties share considerable responsibility for the confirmation wars and concomitant dilatory appointments. Therefore, Part II offers suggestions for proposing and scrutinizing High Court nominees and breaking gridlock.

II. SUGGESTIONS FOR NOMINATION AND CONFIRMATION

A. Regular Order

As demonstrated in Part I, it was preferable that the chief executive swiftly nominate a prospect to replace Scalia and the chamber promptly advise and consent by meticulously canvassing the selection. The President quickly sent a very qualified designee, as he promised. Obama’s tapping of a sitting circuit judge, like nearly all present Supreme Court members, facilitated Senate consideration, as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) background check and American Bar Association (ABA) evaluation only needed to be updated.

The President’s Counsel had already compiled
a “short list” of individuals for his assessment. The executive continued its assiduous consultation with and cultivation of both parties’ senators, especially leaders and committee members, pursuing guidance regarding both nomination and confirmation generally and specific potential nominees.

Senator Grassley initially remarked that he intended to await the President’s nomination before deciding whether the committee would schedule a public hearing. Nevertheless, the Chair swiftly reneged on that promise. For the reasons documented in Part I, the senator should have relented and promptly set a hearing for Judge Garland.

The Judiciary Committee needed to stringently analyze the nominee by cooperating with the FBI, the ABA, and the Justice Department. Once those entities concluded their investigations, the panel should then have conducted a several-day hearing which permitted members to robustly query the nominee. Of course, while senators may probe any subject, confirmed the nominee, who has compiled a judicial record.


28. See supra note 22 and accompanying text (because Garland had been comprehensively vetted, the analysis could be rather brief).

29. The nominee provides an opening statement, members employ fifteen-minute rounds to pose
certain questions are conventionally considered improper. Most obvious are queries that seek a nominee’s views concerning topics which encompass issues, such as abortion, criminal law, and immigration, which the Justices currently are examining or may confront over the nominee’s tenure. The nominee might decline to answer by responding that the individual could evaluate the matter when a Justice, deferring so the nominee could avoid recusal, if confirmed. Different questions appear less clear. One area relates to the nominee’s ideological perspectives. Queries which explore those views could be improper, but many senators and close observers find them appropriate, even though legislators who probe ideology often seem to do so for partisan reasons.

The Chair next ought to have expeditiously arranged a panel discussion and speedy ballot. All committee members routinely participate and the debate is often somewhat lengthy, controversial, and rigorous. Following comprehensive discussion, the panel votes. Even when there is a tie or negative ballot, the committee has typically sent nominees to the floor. Recent examples include then-Circuit Judge (now Justice) Clarence Thomas and Circuit Judge Robert Bork.

It was unclear whether the chamber would have blocked a floor debate and vote by mounting a filibuster. Republican presidential candidate Senator Ted Cruz (R-Tex.) proclaimed quickly after Scalia died that he

---


32. Not answering fails to disqualify nominees, but senators frequently state that they consider refusal in casting panel and floor votes. *E.g.*, S. Judiciary Comm., *Attorney General Nomination* (2015), http://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/attorney-general-nomination (last visited May 14, 2016) (providing examples of senators’ statements about the effect they accord nominees’ refusal to answer questions); see id. (announcing the record would remain open for a week so members could tender written questions).

would effectuate a filibuster.\textsuperscript{34} Obstructing ballots for Court nominees has been rare. The first modern illustration occurred in 1968, when the GOP employed this measure to defeat President Lyndon Johnson’s nomination of Supreme Court Justice Abe Fortas to the vacant Chief Justice post. In 2006, then-Senator Obama and his party colleagues filibustered Justice Samuel Alito’s nomination to the Court.\textsuperscript{35} If Republicans had decided to filibuster, the nominee must have earned fourteen GOP votes for cloture.\textsuperscript{36} McConnell insisted that Obama should not be permitted to appoint Scalia’s replacement.\textsuperscript{37}

However, prior Senates have arranged many confirmation processes, notably floor debates and votes, over presidential election years. Thus, the Majority Leader should have relented, but he refused to conduct the normal thirty-hour debate and yes or no ballot.\textsuperscript{38} He should have rapidly orchestrated debate which comprehensively and robustly scrutinized the many issues pertinent to Court service, while being dignified and respectful of the designee and contrary perspectives. After ventilating numerous questions, the chamber must have supplied an expedient roll call vote.

B. Suggestions When the GOP Rejected Regular Order

When the GOP failed to process Obama’s nominee, the President and Democratic senators could have employed multiple approaches to break the gridlock. Obama could have withdrawn Judge Garland and proffered another nominee who seemed more palatable to opposition senators, although he pledged to, and did, eschew this approach. Republicans’ claim that principle animated their resistance concomitantly meant that other nominees may not have proved more acceptable. Obama could have reviewed, and perhaps deployed, rather controversial notions. The administration might have compromised about the type of stellar, diverse, consensus nominees whom Obama found preferable and tendered a candidate viewed as comparatively acceptable to Republicans vis-à-vis considerations, including age, ethnicity, gender and ideology. However, Judge Garland exemplifies these attributes; “compromising” even further seemed, and proved, unacceptable. Similar ideas would have been elevation of lower court jurists whom GOP administrations confirmed and Obama designees whom Republicans powerfully supported because, for instance, the politicians suggested their nominations or the judges could bring experiential diversity as former prosecutors, which the senators regularly favor.

The President and Senate Democrats might have contemplated, and possibly implemented, related compromises, but they chose not to do so. A


40. Obama, supra note 3; see Tobias, supra note 5, at 2259. If Republicans had applied regular order, Obama could have eschewed a deal. Carl Tobias, The Republican Senate and Regular Order, 101 IOWA L. REV. ONLINE 12, 13–14, 36 (2016); James B. Stewart, Republicans Have a Stake in Making a Deal on a Supreme Court Justice, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 3, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/04/business/a-way-to-a-deal-on-a-supreme-court-nomination.html. If not, he may assess these options, as few remain.


42. For instance, Obama elevated to the Fourth Circuit President George W. Bush’s appointee District Judge Henry Floyd and confirmed many present and former prosecutors for whom most GOP senators voted. Tobias, supra note 5, at 2260.
salient example would have been “trades.” For instance, Obama and lawmakers could have adopted a ten-Justice Court, thus allowing each party to submit a new member. This would have cabined the number of 5–4 opinions, yet it may have provoked 5–5 determinations while raising the specter of “court packing” and the question why new strictures govern when a Democratic President recommends a selection. Less drastic might have been allowing Republicans to propose the nominee for the circuit vacancy which may have been created when the White House decided to elevate a circuit court judge.

Had Democrats chosen to institute those endeavors and they foundered on GOP resistance, Obama and Democratic senators could have entertained more confrontational, albeit comparatively ineffective, approaches. For example, Obama could have escalated his resort to the bully pulpit for holding senators accountable, promoted confirmation by taking the issue to the nation and framed the important need to fill Scalia’s vacancy as a critical election year issue. The President could have attempted a recess appointment, but he stated that was unnecessary and the Supreme Court’s Noel Canning opinion apparently precluded this tactic. Senate Democrats might have boycotted Judiciary Committee nominee hearings and meetings


44. JEFF SHESOL, SUPREME POWER: FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT VS. THE SUPREME COURT (2010); see Tobias, supra note 40, at 36.

45. See Tobias, supra note 36, at 140 (proposing Democrats offer Republicans the ability to designate a D.C. Circuit appointment); supra note 22. This and the ten-Justice proposition might have inaugurated a bipartisan judiciary that allowed the party lacking the White House to suggest some percentage of nominees, a long-term reform that could have ended the confirmation wars. 2016 was a presidential election year when both parties did not know who would win and benefit from change but would have wanted to appear confident that their nominees would be elected, so they may have favored permanent solutions. Thus, although the confluence of gridlock and the presidential election year seemingly presented an ideal moment for reform, legislative consideration of the bipartisan judiciary possibility may have overloaded the system. See Carl Tobias, Fixing the Federal Judicial Selection Process, 65 EMORY L. J. ONLINE 2051 (2016).


or chamber floor activity, or they could have even attempted to bypass the committee and have a final vote. Most of these notions could have leveraged Republicans through dramatizing and publicizing how the Supreme Court opening eviscerated justice.

CONCLUSION

The Constitution’s phraseology, policy, practice, politics, history, and conventions show that President Obama rapidly and correctly proffered an experienced, mainstream nominee and the Senate should have promptly discharged its constitutional responsibility to furnish advice and consent, even when a Supreme Court vacancy arose in a presidential election year. Therefore, after Obama had carefully marshaled a profoundly qualified nominee, the Senate should have comprehensively and fairly evaluated the individual. When the Republican majority continued refusing to process Judge Garland, Obama and Senate Democrats may have wanted to, but did not, seriously consider and implement the rather confrontational approaches detailed in the paragraph above.

EPILOGUE

The GOP chamber majority did not follow the suggestions proffered above, because it refused to grant Chief Judge Merrick Garland any consideration by strenuously arguing that the people should decide this


question through the election of the next President. Republican inaction dramatically transformed the story recounted earlier into a cautionary tale. The party’s activity set a dangerous, even radical, precedent because the conduct was sui generis and devoid of a limiting principle. This meant that the Court functioned without all the Justices in substantial portions of two Terms, undermining the Court’s role as expositor of national law. It exacerbated the striking partisanship, strident divisiveness, and systematic paybacks that suffuse the present Supreme Court appointments process, further undercutting the quality of, and citizen regard for, this severely deteriorated regime while additionally politicizing the Supreme Court.

Individuals and entities participating in the effort to fill the High Court opening should have fully contemplated ideas for discharging their responsibilities, although the GOP distinctly rejected the concepts tendered. President Donald Trump and Republican and Democratic senators should have carefully earned and restored public confidence in selection and the Court. They needed to begin this essential initiative by maximizing cooperation during nomination and confirmation and working to make the procedures open, comprehensive, robust, dignified, and consistent with other significant values, including privacy and healthy respect for the diverse views of senators and the nominee. Trump seemed to cautiously accord filing the Court vacancy high priority, assign upper echelon officials, particularly White House Counsel, lead responsibility, and furnish sufficient resources for the nomination and confirmation processes to insure success, because the Court must possess all of the Justices in order to effectively discharge its duties, as experience following Scalia’s death

50. See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
52. Stephen L. Carter, The Confirmation Mess: Cleaning Up the Federal Appointments Process (1994); see supra note 15 and accompanying text; see also Linda Greenhouse, Opinion, Will the Supreme Court Stand Up to Trump?, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 5, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/04/opinion/sunday/will-the-supreme-court-stand-up-to-trump.html. These phenomena, which were previously confined to the Supreme Court process or reserved for the appellate court regime, now infect the district court process with similar effects. Carl Tobias, Confirming Judges in the 2016 Senate Lame Duck Session, 19 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 1 (2016). It bears emphasis that the phenomena witnessed differed in kind rather than degree from the unprecedented failure to consider Judge Garland.
I. THE NOMINATION PROCESS

In the presidential campaign, Trump aides compiled, with Federalist Society and Heritage Foundation assistance, two discrete lists encompassing twenty-one candidates from which Trump promised to select his nominee for the High Court. The lists included many highly regarded, politically conservative sitting federal appeals court judges and state Supreme Court Justices.

Trump purportedly met with some of these aspirants before his inauguration. On January 24, the chief executive announced that he would nominate a candidate in the coming days while hosting meetings to review the nomination and confirmation processes with, and solicit proposals from, McConnell, Grassley, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (N.Y.), and Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Dianne Feinstein (Cal.).


the ensuing period, numerous media outlets in turn speculated that three “finalists”—Judges Neil Gorsuch, Thomas Hardiman and William Pryor—had emerged.58

The finalists tapped seemingly indicated a preference for federal circuit judges, as their experience most directly resembles that of the contemporary Justices.59 Neil Gorsuch supplies impeccable qualifications, which putatively equal those of then-Judge Scalia, when the Senate approved him,60 or Judge Garland. The principal consideration apparently was merit, characterized as consummate intelligence, diligence, ethics, independence and balanced judicial temperament. Gorsuch should possess, and senators needed to verify that he retains, (1) perspectives within the “mainstream” of Supreme Court jurisprudence, defined as not overly politically conservative or liberal, (2) substantial respect for High Court precedent and many state and federal legislative and executive branch initiatives, and (3) no prejudgments on the merits of the essential concerns to be addressed.61

---


Several ideas complicate the nomination process’ description and evaluation. The lack of transparency, which may have been instigated somewhat by the perceived need to move swiftly, privacy concerns, and the compelling necessity to simultaneously and efficaciously create a new government and fill a prolonged Supreme Court vacancy acutely frustrate much cogent assessment.

Nevertheless, the process could apparently have been more systematic, rigorous, comprehensive, and transparent. Purportedly outsourcing a selection process so critical for the nation is a questionable practice, although President Bush seemed to employ comparatively analogous measures. President Trump’s putative deployment of litmus tests, specifically regarding the very divisive abortion issue, was especially problematic.

The White House ought to have insistently considered the broadest spectrum of expertise and views, particularly individuals, commissions, and government officials engaged in earlier modern nominations and confirmations, for astute ideas, constructive practices, and specific prospects. Trump should have been especially solicitous of Democrats, particularly Schumer and Feinstein, because this could have facilitated the process of selection. For instance, avid, robust consultation between President Bill Clinton and then-Judiciary Chair Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and other Republicans directly aided the smooth nominations and confirmations of Associate Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer, especially in comparison with the confirmations of Chief Justice John Roberts and Justices Samuel Alito, Sonia Sotomayor, Elena Kagan, and Clarence Thomas, and the failed nomination of Judge Robert Bork.


63. See supra note 61; see also Adam Liptak, Reading Between the Lines for Gorsuch’s Views on Abortion, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 6, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/06/us/politics/reading-between-the-lines-for-gorsuchs-views-on-abortion.html.

64. President Trump did conduct one meeting with the Democratic leaders, but it was brief, private and apparently procedural, not substantive, while the session came after he chose the finalists. See supra note 57 and accompanying text.


66. ETHAN BRONNER, BATTLE FOR JUSTICE: HOW THE BORK NOMINATION SHOOK AMERICA (1989); MARK GITENSTEIN, MATTERS OF PRINCIPLE: AN INSIDER’S ACCOUNT OF AMERICA’S
In fairness, the three jurists who emerged from the selection process are well qualified, highly regarded, ideologically conservative appellate court judges. Observers who disagree with the aspirant ultimately submitted or the procedures used to select them may want to remember that President Trump strongly campaigned on an election-year pledge to nominate and confirm Justices who are conservative.67

II. THE CONFIRMATION PROCESS

The Senate confirmation process needed to maximize thoroughness and openness, so that lawmakers could have ably fulfilled their constitutional duty to advise and consent on nominees while proceeding in a rapid, fair, and dignified manner, which carefully safeguarded applicable privacy concerns and respected different insights of colleagues and the nominee. The White House should have kept assertively consulting and cultivating both parties’ senators, as regular, open lines of communication may have alerted participants to specific problems which could have derailed smooth, expeditious processing. Republican and Democratic legislators ought to have fully collaborated throughout nominee review.

At the outset, Democrats confronted, and ostensibly solved, a conundrum: whether to cooperate with the nomination or retaliate for the GOP’s unprecedented denial of any consideration to Garland, Obama’s nominee, which analysts characterize as that President’s “stolen” High Court appointment.68 The party should have probably resisted the

---


temptation to retaliate at least initially, especially if members deemed Gorsuch a mainstream nominee, because matching Republican obstruction would have likely ensued and could have propelled the appointments regime’s counterproductive downward spiral.

Democrats and Republicans should have coordinated to ensure that the Judiciary panel assumed the lead in conducting an open, comprehensive, fair, and expeditious investigation into the nominee. The staff ought to have facilitated the prospect’s ABA evaluation and FBI inquiry. The committee questionnaire was apparently thorough and equitable, while the nominee should have clearly, promptly, and completely responded to the queries lodged. The hearing was scheduled for a period which ostensibly granted the nominee and members sufficient latitude for comprehensive preparation. The session needed to proffer lawmakers adequate time, so that the officials could meticulously probe all substantive questions with pertinence for nominee High Court service. They must have actually related


to nominee merit, characterized vis-à-vis intelligence, diligence, ethics, independence, and temperament and embraced whether the nominee properly fit in the jurisprudential mainstream.  

Legislators have traditionally scrutinized, and need to keep evaluating, attributes which have relevance for being a Justice. Lawmakers have customarily posited any queries which they wanted, but ones that seek perspectives on matters which the nominee may face, once confirmed, have conventionally been deemed inappropriate. However, senators occasionally pose these specific questions, even though nominees rather frequently decline to respond, inaction that politicians may consider when voting on nominees. Examples of such topics include the scope of authority to legislate under the Constitution’s initial Article, the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses and the constitutional “right to privacy.” Analogous, but deemed comparatively appropriate, have been more general inquiries or those which explore ideology. For example, senators query nominees about the constitutionality of acts passed by Congress or states, how to properly interpret the measures, separation of powers, and federalism while evaluating ideology. All of these phenomena were on display in the committee hearing. The nominee ought to have responded clearly, directly, and completely, but his responses occasionally appeared to be comparatively unclear and perhaps somewhat evasive. Members usually have one week for tendering written questions, which the nominee answered promptly, candidly, and comprehensively.

A few weeks after the hearing, the Judiciary Chair scheduled an Executive Business Meeting in which numerous panel members rigorously discussed the nominee. Lawmakers vigorously, frankly and completely dissected each issue which proved relevant to High Court service. After the panel fully examined these matters, it conducted a ballot which resulted in

72. See supra note 61 and accompanying text; see also Greenhouse, supra note 52.
73. I rely in this and the next two sentences on supra note 30 and accompanying text.
74. I rely in this and the next sentence on supra notes 31–32 and accompanying text; see Judicial Nominations 2001, supra note 31; Greenhouse, supra note 52.
75. SENATE JUDICIARY COMM., Hearing on Judge Neil Gorsuch to be Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, Mar. 21-23, 2017.
77. Senate Judiciary Comm., Nomination of Judge Neil Gorsuch To Be Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court, Questions for the Record (March 2017).
78. SENATE JUDICIARY COMM., Executive Business Meeting, Apr. 3, 2017.
a party line vote. Even when the aspirant does not garner a majority, the committee has traditionally agreed on sending the nominee to the chamber.

Once Judge Gorsuch reached the floor, the Majority Leader needed to expeditiously arrange a chamber debate and vote. When members filibustered the nominee, Senate rules mandated thirty hours of discussion before permitting a cloture ballot, which required sixty votes. This debate ought to have been respectful, dignified, and fair while comprehensively ventilating all concerns which are pertinent for Court service. Legislators, who believe that picks are entitled to yes or no ballots or seek to protect the minority’s rights, occasionally vote for cloture but against confirmation.

When all Republicans favored cloture and insufficient Democrats voted for cloture, the motion was defeated. Republicans then detonated the nuclear option which permitted them to secure cloture. The leader next set a prompt floor debate, which completely, respectfully, equitably, and candidly scrutinized all particular considerations involving the aspirant. Finally senators voted and ostensibly premised substantive decisions on a nominee’s qualifications expressed vis-à-vis merit and whether the nominee possesses jurisprudential views that come within the mainstream.

Justice Gorsuch rapidly assumed his Supreme Court position soon after the confirmation and served the remainder of the October 2016 Term.


80. See supra note 33 and accompanying text.


82. A trenchant example was Seventh Circuit Judge David Hamilton who received ten GOP senators’ votes for cloture, even as nine opposed his confirmation on the merits. See Tobias, supra note 5, at 2245–46.


84. 163 CONG. REC. S2,388-90; see Flegenheimer, supra note 83.


86. 163 CONG. REC. S2,442-43; see Liptak & Flegenheimer, supra note 14.

Gorsuch’s nascent service prompted numerous observers to remark on his extremely conservative perspectives, which perhaps eclipsed the views of Justice Scalia whose vacancy Gorsuch assumed.  

In sum, affording Judge Garland no process was unprecedented and further subverted public regard for the Supreme Court and the confirmation process, while the nomination and confirmation of Justice Gorsuch may have had similar effects. Thus, GOP and Democratic senators and the President must collaborate to ensure smooth appointment procedures by following the suggestions proffered, should Mr. Trump have the opportunity to nominate Supreme Court Justices in the future.

---
